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Abstract
A number of hurdles must be overcome in order to integrate unmanned aircraft into civilian
airspace for routine operations. The ability of the aircraft to land safely in an emergency
is essential to reduce the risk to people, infrastructure and aircraft. To date, few field-
demonstrated systems have been presented that show online re-planning and repeatability
from failure to touchdown. This paper presents the development of the Guidance, Naviga-
tion and Control (GNC) component of an Automated Emergency Landing System (AELS)
intended to address this gap, suited to a variety of fixed-wing aircraft. Field-tested on
both a fixed-wing UAV and Cessna 172R during repeated emergency landing experiments, a
trochoid-based path planner computes feasible trajectories and a simplified control system
executes the required manoeuvres to guide the aircraft towards touchdown on a predefined
landing site. This is achieved in zero-thrust conditions with engine forced to idle to simulate
failure. During an autonomous landing, the controller uses airspeed, inertial and GPS data
to track motion and maintains essential flight parameters to guarantee flyability, while the
planner monitors glide ratio and re-plans to ensure approach at correct altitude. Simulations
show reliability of the system in a variety of wind conditions and its repeated ability to land
within the boundary of a predefined landing site. Results from field-tests for the two aircraft
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed GNC system in live operation. Results show
that the system is capable of guiding the aircraft to close proximity of a predefined keyhole
in nearly 100% of cases.
1 Introduction
Everyday operations of unmanned aircraft over urban and other sensitive environments are fast becoming
a reality as automation technology improves and aviation laws adapt, allowing more civilian applications
within regulated airspace (CASA, 2002). However, with increased presence over civilian populations and in-
frastructure assets, a robust and reliable system for automating emergency landings is an essential capability
needed in aircraft systems to maintain public safety and reduce the risk of damage to persons, property and
aircraft. Automating an emergency landing applies not only to Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs); such a
system can also be used to assist a pilot in a manned aircraft or execute a manoeuvre without the need
for human input. To intelligently and safely land an aircraft after encountering an engine or other mission-
critical failure is one of the main hurdles in aviation safety that has yet to be addressed with advanced
automation technology. Due to the risk-averse nature of most civil aviation safety authorities, local laws and
regulations allowing the use of unmanned aircraft have been slow to adapt to the fast-paced improvement in
autopilot technology. The general strategy of most authorities is to disallow unmanned aircraft in regulated
airspace unless they can meet the equivalent demands imposed on a human pilot, or, more usually, keep a
pilot in the loop to negate them. While these requirements include being able to identify and avoid other
aircraft, it also means the ability of the aircraft to land safely when a failure occurs. Automating this ability
takes unmanned aircraft one step closer to mimicking these human abilities and relaxes restrictions on their
use.
The management of an emergency landing for manned aircraft is well documented and highly procedure
based (CASA, 2010) (Fig. 2). The pilot is required to adjust flight speed to the best glide rate, visually
search for a landing site (with a large number of criteria and properties to consider), perform a series of
‘keyhole’ manoeuvres and guide the aircraft to a safe touchdown (while avoiding obstacles and minimising
danger to persons on-board and on the ground). While such procedures are based on a large body of
risk management analysis and are heavily practiced by all pilots, the execution of an emergency landing
is mentally draining and complex: the pilot must multi-task a rank of activities in a very short space of
time, in the range of minutes to seconds. The automation of some or all of these tasks by a computerised
system has the capability to either reduce pilot workload so that they can focus on the most mission-critical
tasks, or remove the pilot from the execution of the procedure altogether. The development of unmanned
Figure 1: A general overview of the steps in the proposed Automated Emergency Landing System (AELS):
1) normal flight with active visual 3D surface estimation 2) site detection and segmentation from 3D surface
3) site selection during descent 4) aircraft guidance to selected site 5) final approach
systems means that the implementation of a comprehensive Automated Emergency Landing System (AELS)
is required in the complete absence of a human pilot if they are to operate in the same airspace; from failure
detection, through landing site detection and selection, to safe guidance of the aircraft to final touchdown.
Our research focus is on developing an AELS that is applicable to a wide range of fixed-wing aircraft, enabling
Figure 2: The Australian Civil Aviation Safety Authority’s suggestion for navigating to an unprepared site
in a forced landing (CASA, 2010).
their operation in a larger variety of environments, including high risk ones, to meet the regulatory framework
of civil aviation authorities. We take a vision-based approach to site detection and a general approach to
planning and control to ensure wide applicability. The system is split into four major subsystems:
1. A UKF-based Fault Detection System (FDS) to monitor and trigger an emergency landing when
certain flight parameters change;
2. A vision-based Site Detection System (SDS) that uses 2D and 3D reconstructions of the ground to
segment and characterise potential unprepared landing sites;
3. A Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) algorithm for optimal landing site selection; and,
4. A Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GNC) system for path planning and control to execution of
a safe touchdown.
The AELS is intended to integrate all the required sensor information, decision making and control systems
to detect landing sites, monitor flight parameters for failure, decide on an appropriate landing zone, and
take over control of an aircraft to execute the landing safely. In this paper, however, the focus is on the
Guidance, Navigation and Control system; presenting the motion model, planning and control theory used
to apply the system to a wide variety of aircraft. We present a trochoid-based planner that performs a
brute-force search on turn radius to generates feasible 3D paths, taking into account landing site location
and flight parameters such as minimum turn radius and maximum glide ratio. The control architecture
uses a simplified motion model for the aircraft analogous to an Ackerman-steered vehicle and performs PID
control to follow the generated paths from the planner. Results from the field experiments demonstrate
the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed GNC in physically guiding two widely differing fixed-wing
aircraft to an appropriate landing. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews literature
Figure 3: Framework of AELS with the four main modules: Site Detection System (SDS); Multi-Criteria
Decision-Making (MCDM); Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC); and Fault Detection System (FDS)
related to systems for automated aircraft emergency landing. Section 3 states the problem and defines the
scope of the system. Section 4, as the major component of this paper, describes the theory (including the
motion model, planning theory and control algorithms. Section 5 addresses the software implementation,
while Section 6 shows the simulated and real-world demonstrations of the systems in field experiments using
both unmanned and manned aircraft, respectively. Finally, Section 7 concludes with a brief summary of the
automated emergency landing capability achieved and directions for future work.
2 Related Work
The implementation of fully automated aircraft landing systems is relatively recent in the literature, with
varying degrees of autonomy. The first fully integrated system for autonomously detecting, selecting and
guiding an aircraft to a nominated landing site was demonstrated using a full-scale helicopter, as presented
by Scherer et al. (Scherer et al., 2012). By utilising a nodding 3D LiDAR scanner, the system generates
a high accuracy 3D point cloud of the terrain underneath a full-scale Little Bird two-seat helicopter. By
fitting a simulated aircraft footprint at regular intervals in the 3D point map, obstacle-free and relatively
smooth sites are extracted as candidate landing sites for an automated landing. This system, however,
is designed for the automated landing of a rotor-based vehicle under nominal conditions, rather than the
emergency landing of a fixed-wing aircraft. More recent and closely related results presented by Choudhury
et al (Choudhury et al., 2014) demonstrates the landing of a helicopter in a real-world emergency landing
scenario (that includes obstacle avoidance) through use of a manager that selects feasible plans from multiple
competing sub-planners. The implemented sub-planners encompass a broad range of strategies, including
a combined Dubins planner with nonlinear optimiser, an RRT* (Karaman and Frazzoli, 2011) sampling
planner, Anytime D* (Likhachev et al., 2005) planner and predefined trajectory library. These and other
planning strategies will be discussed in detail later in this section.
In similar work by the same group, Arora et al. (Arora et al., 2013) demonstrate automated helicopter
landings on a rolling ship deck. The authors eschew the traditional transponder based landing site tracking
due to the large expense and lack of flexibility in landing on unequipped ships. By utilising both LiDAR
and vision to identify the deck plane and generic markers on the deck, the system is capable of tracking the
pose of the deck during a manual landing manoeuvre. In this case, no closed-loop control is implemented or
demonstrated.
Detecting candidate landing sites using high precision LiDAR-based systems, as proposed in the work by
Scherer et al. and Arora et al., is well suited to general aviation (GA) aircraft due to the relatively large
carrying capacity, relative cost of the platform and power availability. However, such systems are not suitable
for smaller aircraft for these same reasons. Instead, vision as a sensing method is not range limited, at least
in the case of visual meteorological conditions (VMC) under which most UAVs and smaller full-size aircraft
operate. Additionally, a vision-based system is suitably cheap and low-mass, allowing applications in both
manned aircraft and small UAVs. Since many of these low-mass UAVs are restricted to the same VMC
restrictions as many GA pilots, there is no significant loss of ability in normal operations through the choice
of a visual sensor. The drawback, however, is the requirement for sufficient computation in real-time on-board
the aircraft.
Before the development of multi rotor vehicles, a significant amount of research has been performed in the
automation of landings of helicopters using vision (Johnson et al., 2005; Yu and Nonami, 2007; Garcia-Pardo
et al., 2002; Saripalli et al., 2003). With the advent of multi rotor vehicles, however, new demonstrations of
vision-based automated landing have been presented more suited to these aircraft (Brockers and Hummen-
berger, 2014).
Of those fixed-wing implementations that utilise vision, Thurrowgood et al. (Thurrowgood et al., 2014)
take inspiration from the flight characteristics and sensing modes of bees to implement a landing method
for a small, fixed-wing aircraft. By utilising optic-flow and stereo vision in the final approach of the landing
procedure, the authors demonstrate repeated landing of a fixed-wing UAV on a flat, grassed field under
normal engine power. For this demonstration, a series of state machine-based PID controllers are used to
control descent rate by actively commanding pitch angle of the aircraft. In this case there is no path following
or designated aim point for the aircraft other than a general landing zone, meaning the system is applicable
only in the very last stages of landing that represent the final seconds of descent.
In work more similar to ours, Laiacker et al. (Laiacker et al., 2013) present a powered automated landing
system for a fixed wing UAV at established airfields. The system uses colour vision and simple contrast
thresholding to detect and match a runway with known geometry to determine relative localisation. In this
system, waypoints are specified for the approach circuit and a 3D straight line path in line with the runway
generated suitable to the specific aircraft being tested. The aircraft uses a state machine based PID control
to follow the straight line path and execute a flare manoeuvre when in close proximity to the ground. No
re-planning of the approach path is performed in flight and the aircraft still makes use of a throttle controller
to adjust airspeed and hence glide ratio. This system, however, is most similar to ours in demonstrating a
path-following landing algorithm for fixed-wing aircraft.
Aircraft guidance consists of two essential parts: a path planning method that generates a feasible trajectory
to an endpoint and a path following method that leverages navigation data and target information to direct
flight control. Path planning for UAVs is a widely researched topic with a variety of proposed methods, such
as waypoint-based planning (Lim and Bang, 2010), a receding horizon approach (Tisdale et al., 2009), or
simple A* algorithms (Filippis et al., 2011). A more exhaustive list of path planning methods can be found
in the surveys by Nygards and Forskningsinstitut (Nygå rds et al., 2005) and Goerzen et al. (Goerzen et al.,
2009). The shortest curve that can be manoeuvred by a vehicle with constraints on the curvature of the
path is known as a Dubins Path (Dubins, 1957). This is especially useful for generating smooth 2D paths for
fixed-wing UAVs, as these can be well approximated as Ackerman-steered vehicles. However, Dubins-based
methods often fail to take into account wind and other effects specific to airborne path planning, and are
often only implemented in 2D.
A number of approaches extend Dubins paths to include planning in a constant-velocity wind field (Selecky
et al., 2013; Techy and Woolsey, 2009; Hota and Ghose, 2009; Bakolas and Tsiotras, 2010). These examples,
however, still only plan in a 2D field and use a “shorter is better” cost function in choosing an optimal length
trajectory. Other works extend Dubins paths to planning in 3D (Hwangbo et al., 2007; Hota and Ghose,
2010) but are intended for situations in which the aircraft has no loss of power. Hota et al. (Hota and Ghose,
2010) uses Dubins paths in 3D but assumes a vehicle capable of normal flight, rather than under zero-thrust
conditions. Fowler and Rogers (Fowler and Rogers, 2014) demonstrate a technique similar to this work,
using bezier curves to plan a descent path for an unpowered parafoil in the presence of wind. The path
planning method proposed in this work extends on these works to combine constant-velocity wind and 3D
Dubins paths for an aircraft in zero-thrust condition.
After a feasible 3D trajectory is planned, the generated path is tracked by an aircraft using a path following
approach. Path following of a fixed-wing aircraft is not a new problem (Beard and McLain, 2012; Jackson
et al., 2008; da Silva and de Sousa, 2010; Conte et al., 2004; Cichella and Xargay, 2011). While most
traditional work approaches the path following problem using algorithms based on proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) control (Rhee et al., 2010), a number of newer techniques that take advantage of machine
learning and other methods have also been proposed (Coates et al., 2008; Chowdhary et al., 2013; Blauwe and
Johnson, 2009). This work takes inspiration from path-following techniques evaluated by Sujit et al. (Sujit
et al., 2014), where a generic motion model and simple control is used. This allows the system to be adaptable
to a wide variety of aircraft as there are only a few variable properties that must be estimated when adapting
to a different aircraft.
A number of path following algorithms exist that are already well explored in ground-vehicle and quadrotor
implementations, such as rapidly exploring random trees (RRTs) (Kothari and Postlethwaite, 2012; Bry
and Roy, 2011), and these are especially prevalent in the presence of known obstacles or regions of varying
cost. These algorithms, however, are generally not suited to low power processors and their effectiveness
in planning in obstacle-rich environments is effectively lost in this work due to the generally obstacle free
approach to a landing site, and, lack of knowledge about varying cost regions (such as the relative cost of
different wind-layers on the ground speed of an aircraft). This work takes advantage of the simplicity and
applicability of Dubins-style planners, but extends this work to take a constant wind-field into account in
generating a feasible path solution, while explicitly extending the planning to 3D for zero-thrust gliding
conditions suited to the emergency landing task.
3 Problem Statement
In this work, we seek to demonstrate a system capable of guiding a fixed-wing aircraft from normal, level
flight to a safe approach and (in simulation) touchdown at an aim point within a known, fixed landing site.
The overarching goal is to control the aircraft from almost any initial configuration (altitude, speed, glide
ratio etc.), to a specific approach that is guaranteed to allow a safe landing if allowed to complete. This
is quantified by the aircraft’s position within a defined ‘keyhole’ at a suitable altitude and distance from
a specified landing site aim point that would allow the aircraft to touch-down safely. Failure is simulated
by forcing aircraft throttle to idle during experiments and removing control of this parameter from the
autopilot system. The guidance algorithm should be as general as possible such that it suits a wide variety
of fixed-wing aircraft, provided they follow the same basic motion model. Specification of aircraft dimensions
and higher order modelling of effects such as dutch roll that are dependent on this are avoided. While the
target vehicle is smaller UAVs in the range 2-100kg in mass, the system should have utility in any fixed-wing
aircraft that stands to benefit from the risk reduction of a controlled descent and landing.
Certain parameters such as the speed appropriate for best glide ratio, the stall speed, minimum safe roll
distance on landing and maximum allowable roll and pitch must be known beforehand. This is not necessarily
an extreme requirement as these values should be known already by the aircraft operator. The aircraft
should follow the basic behaviour of an Ackerman-steered vehicle in the 2D plane, therefore the method
is not suited to helicopter or multi-rotor aircraft. It is assumed that the aircraft already has a low-level
autopilot controller that is capable of maintaining desired pitch and roll from an external controller and
providing accurate position, roll, pitch and airspeed data to the GNC. We note, however, that for one of
the aircraft in the presented results pitch control must be maintained by a human pilot and roll control is
significantly delayed by safety systems. This configuration will be addressed in Sections 3 and 4.
We assume that a suitable landing site for the type of aircraft being tested is available and within approach
distance, and that the environmental conditions (such as predominant wind and gusts) are such that it is
safe to land at normal speeds. We also assume that there are no major obstacles in the approach path of
the vehicle that would mean a variation on the final approach. Perception and control for final touch-down
are left for future work and experimental results on this are not presented due to safety requirements.
4 Guidance, Navigation and Control
Given a ranked list of selected sites from the either a predefined list or online detection and ranking algorithm,
we seek to plan a feasible path to the best ranked site, accounting for zero thrust conditions and a limited
flight time before touch-down. To ensure the system remains flexible enough to be applied to a wide range of
vehicles, such as the UAV and full-size Cessna 172 in this paper, a simple guidance and control algorithm is
sought. For this reason, we implement a Dubins path (Dubins, 1957) based planner extended to compensate
for wind and develop a control system that models the aircraft as a non-holonomic vehicle, taking into
account roll-based turning manoeuvres.
In developing a motion plan to reach the goal, we assert that the best strategy is to maximise potential
energy at all times, even if that means turning away from the targeted site for periods of time. Essentially,
this means maintaining altitude for as long as possible to allow re-planning if conditions change. This
is extremely important for the case of an emergency landing (where there is no power available from the
engine) and descent through a number of unknown wind layers and thermals can cause the wind conditions
to change drastically. If potential energy is actively wasted, the chances of not reaching the targeted site
increase significantly. By maximising potential energy until the last available moment, the available ‘space’
of manoeuvrability is maximised to account for any change. This also reflects the advice given to pilots:
maximise glide ratio and therefore traversable lateral distance in order to allow space for manoeuvres and
replanning.
To describe the entire guidance system in full, we split this section into multiple subsections: a description of
the motion model (Sec. 4.1), path planning (Sec. 4.2), wind compensation (Sec. 4.3), descent rate estimation
(Sec. 4.4) and control (Secs. 4.5, 4.6).
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Figure 4: The coordinate system and convention of the aircraft.
4.1 Vehicle Model
In the following sections, two reference frames are used: the body frame Fb and the earth frame Fe. The
earth frame is considered as a fixed inertial frame in the form x east, y north and z up. The body frame
is fixed at the centre of gravity of the aircraft and represented in the standard aircraft convention with x
forward, y right and z down. The frame of each parameter, where necessary, is denoted by its subscript. To
maintain generality to a wide variety of types, the aircraft is modelled conceptually simply as an Ackerman
steered vehicle, with the current roll angle analogous to the steering angle of a ground vehicle.
The aircraft state records the six degrees of freedom of the aircraft: position and yaw of the body frame in
the Earth frame (xe, ye, ze,  e), while roll (e) is expressed as the angle between the body’s y-axis yb and
the earth plane (xe; ye), and pitch (e) is expressed as the angle between the body’s x-axis xb and the earth
plane (xe; ye) (Fig. 4):
x =

xe ye ze e e  e
>
(1)
This state is used to generate motion updates over a sufficiently small time step t:
xt+t = f (xt;ut;t) (2)
where xt and ut are the state and control input respectively at time t, to predict aircraft motion. To
determine the function f(), we start by defining the turn rate of an aircraft under zero-thrust, constant
ri
ri
xc; yc
s = Vat
 = _ t xi; yi;  i
Va
xf ; yf ;  f
Figure 5: Co-ordinate convention: instantaneous circle of rotation
velocity conditions as:
_ e =
g tan(e)
Va
(3)
where g   9:81m=s2 is the localised acceleration due to gravity and Va the instantaneous velocity of the
aircraft in m/s. To determine the required roll rate for a particular radius turn, we equivocate linear and
angular velocity (see Fig. 5) through the arc s of the circle swept through by a turn:
s = Vat s =  ri (4)
Va =
s
t
_ =
 
t
(5)
s
Va
=
 
_ 
) _ = Va 
s
(6)
from Eq. (3) and Eq. (6):
g tan (b)
Va
=
Va 
s
(7)
b = tan
 1

V 2a  
gs

(8)
Now, since s =  ri (Eq. (4)):
b = tan
 1

V 2a
gri

(9)
Hence, we can find a direct relationship between the turn radius and desired bank angle, given the current
velocity. Rearranging Eq. (9) gives instantaneous turn radius ri:
ri =
V 2a
 g tan (e) (10)
The updated 2D position and orientation of the aircraft xf ; yf ;  f given initial conditions xi; yi;  i can be
estimated through the instantaneous centre of rotation(xc; yc) (Fig. 5):
xc = xi   ri cos

 i +

2

xf = xc + ri cos

 i + _ t+

2
 yc = yi   ri sin

 i +

2

yf = yc + ri sin

 i + _ t+

2

To include the effect of wind on the aircraft motion, we model a constant wind speed Vw and direction  we
over the time step and separate it into its x and y components:
wxe = Vw cos ( 
w
e ) (11)
wye = Vw sin ( 
w
e ) (12)
To model the descent under zero thrust conditions, glide ratio can be simply estimated over short periods
from sensor data as the travelled linear distance l divided by the descent height h over the same period:
Rg =
l
h
=
s
zt+t   zt
(13)
However, as glide ratio reduces with roll due to the offset angle of lift, we extend Eq. (13) to include an
approximation that depends on roll , for small :
R = Rg cos () (14)
Hence, we now have a complete solution for xt+t, where the only commanded inputs are pitch rate _U and
roll rate _U , such that ut =

_U _U

:
xt+t = f (xt;ut;t) =
2666666666666664
xe + w
y
e + ri cos
 
 e + g tan (b)t=Va +

2
  ri cos   e + 2 
ye + w
y
e + ri sin
 
 e + g tan (b)t=Va +

2
  ri sin   e + 2 
ze   Vat= (Rg cos (b))
e + _Ut
e + _Ut
 e + g tan (e) =Va
3777777777777775
(15)
The use of roll and pitch rates as commanded inputs means a simple linear relationship with aileron and
elevator positions to account for slow autopilot response in one of the aircraft presented in later sections.
This now allows us to predict the motion of the vehicle given a minimum number of inputs, and allows
the modelling of appropriately smooth paths from this data (Fig. 6). While this vehicle model is suitably
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Figure 6: An example path using the flight model from Section 4.1
accurate in estimating motion in smooth, linear flight, the assumptions about motion will break down as
the aircraft performs increasingly aggressive manoeuvres. Since the turn rate and descent of the aircraft are
modelled using trigonometric functions, extreme bank angles where normal assumptions about airflow, lift
and drag are broken will result in poor estimation. Higher order motions such as dutch roll and phases where
there is no longer linear airflow over the aircraft are not modelled, as these estimates depend on accounting
for the physical dimensions of the aircraft, diverging from an assumed ‘point-mass’ style model. We seek to
maintain a general model that does not depend on the specific parameters of the aircraft it is being applied
to other than nominal airspeed and stall speed.
4.2 Path Planning
In order to approach a feasible site we seek to generate a path that takes the control limits of the aircraft
into account and plans a smooth trajectory to the correct approach direction. In addition, the planner must
take into account the descent rate of the aircraft and be able to replan as conditions change.
The traditional method for control of a non-holonomic vehicle is to use a Dubins curve based planner,
however, the basic form of this planner assumes an instantaneous change in steering angle and does not
take into account the effects of wind or other environmental forces on the vehicle. To account for the latter
omission, we re-derive the Dubins curve planner but include a constant wind-field estimation to improve
accuracy, drawing from previous work (Selecky et al., 2013; Techy and Woolsey, 2009) in trochoidal path
planning.
We first define a trochoid as a locus of a point P = (x; y), analogous to the centre of mass of an aircraft,
with instantaneous velocity Va, orbiting around an imaginary instantaneous centre of rotation (xc; yc) with
radius r, in a constant wind-field with magnitude Vw and direction  we . This is parametrised in a general
form for x and y respectively using the parameter  (defined in radians):
x = xc  r cos() r   Vw cos( 
w
e )
jVaj (16)
y = yc  r sin() r   Vw sin( 
w
e )
jVaj (17)
This set of parametrised equations are visualised in Fig. 7. However, Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) can be simplified
further by using the expressions:
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Figure 7: Example feasible trochoidal curves for an aircraft travelling at 20 m/s in wind speed in X direction
of (a) 0 m/s (b) 5 m/s (c) 7.5 m/s (d) 10.0 m/s. LSL: blue, RSR: red, LSR: cyan, RSL: magenta
x =
Vw cos( 
w
e )
jVaj y =
Vw sin( 
w
e )
jVaj (18)
which are constants for the duration of generating a plan. Hence:
x = xc + r cos() + rx (19)
y = yc + r sin() + ry (20)
which only corresponds to a ‘left-hand’ or anti-clockwise turn, and:
x = xc   r cos()  rx (21)
y = yc   r sin()  ry (22)
corresponds to a ‘right-hand’ or clockwise turn. To find a smooth, continuous path linking an initial state
xs =

xs ys  s
>
to a final state xf =

xf yf  f
>
, a straight line segment (S) must be found
that links two trochoid curves that contain origin points at both xs and xf that is tangential to both
curves. Therefore, there are three main segments to an estimated path, following a curve-straight-curve
(CSC) configuration that is a subset of the Dubins curve-straight-curve (CSC) or curve-curve-curve (CCC)
configurations. Similarly to a Dubins curve planner, there are both left-side (L) and right-side (R) turns
that are generated based on the sign of , giving four potential configurations for any path: LSL, RSR, LSR
and RSL.
Stated clearly, given xs =

xs ys  s
>
and xf =

xf yf  f
>
, aircraft speed Va, and a desired turn
radius r, we seek the angles 1 and 2 on the start and end curves respectively which define a tangent
line to both curves, connecting each with a smooth straight line path. For simplicity, we split the solution
generation into two groups: same side turn (LSL and RSR) and opposite side turns (LSR and RSL) and
develop solutions for each in the following sections.
4.2.1 Recovering the Instantaneous Centre of Rotation
Given a start state xs, we find xc; yc by choosing an appropriate turn radius r and the starting angle s as:
s =  s  
2
(23)
for left and right turns respectively, then substitute into Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) to generate an expression for
xc and yc respectively:
xc = x  r cos()  rx (24)
yc = y   r sin()  ry (25)
The solution for the right hand solution and the two end state equations can be found through similar means.
4.2.2 Same side turn
For both the LSL and RSR configurations, a linear solution can easily be found by equating the gradients
of each curve with the slope of the straight connecting line that is tangent to both, as illustrated in Fig. 8.
We first note that each connecting line follows a defined pattern where the connecting line is parallel to a
vector t =

tx ty
>
defined as:
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Figure 8: (a) Same-side (LSL) trochoidal curve for zero-wind velocity (b) Opposite-side (LSR) trochoidal
curve for zero-wind velocity
tx = xc2   xc1 + n2 ty = yc2   yc1 + n2 (26)
that connects the two centres of each curve, and that there are an infinite number of connecting lines
depending on the allowed range of n. Given this vector, we now attempt to find the equivocating gradient
between the two curves. Differentiating the straight section is straightforward:
y
x
=
ty
tx
(27)
To generate a solution for a LSL configuration, we begin by differentiating the left side turn for each x and
x parameterised equation:
x = x0 + r cos() + rx y = y0 + r sin() + ry (28)
x

=  r sin() + rx y

= r cos() + ry (29)
For clarity, we state the following:
y

x

=
y

 
x
=
y
x
(30)
Hence:
y
x
=
r cos() + ry
 r sin() + rx (31)
Now, equating Eq. (27) and Eq. (31):
ty
tx
=
r cos() + ry
 r sin() + rx (32)
and rearranging gives:
txr cos() + tyr sin() = tyrx   txry (33)
which is of the form:
A sin (x) +B cos (x) = C (34)
which is readily solvable by dividing Eq. (34) by
p
A2 +B2, giving two discrete solution angles:
! = sin 1

Bp
A2 +B2

(35)
 = sin 1

Cp
A2 +B2

(36)
giving two potential families of solutions:
1 =    ! + 2n 2 =       ! + 2n (37)
We then recover the found slope given by each potential angle by evaluating Eq. (27). Firstly using Eq. (24)
and Eq. (25) to find the centre of rotation (xc; yc)) and Eq. (31). If the two slopes correlate well and the
respective  values are within allowable bounds then a solution is found. For the RSR configuration, we
re-evaluate Eq. (29) using the right-hand turn equation:
x = x0   r cos()  rx y = y0   r sin()  ry (38)
x

= r sin()  rx y

=  r cos()  ry (39)
and following the same procedure from Eq. (31), we can recover a set of linear solutions to the RSR problem.
4.2.3 Opposite side turn
For an opposite side turn (LSR or RSL), there is unfortunately no direct linear solution, hence a gradient
descent algorithm is required to find the solution from an approximate estimate. Fortunately, there are only
a limited number of solutions per full turn, and the relatively good behaviour of the differential curve means
solutions are easily found. Depending on how many initial and final full turns are allowed, the search space
for a solution can be increased by 2.
To find a solution, we note that between any two trochoids in the same wind field there are a set of infinite
points S =

Sx Sy
>
that can best be considered as points of symmetry, and these lie along a centreline
between the two opposite side curves. Following a similar process for the same-side turns, we attempt to
find the  values for each turn that allow a tangential line to each curve, but one that also passes through
one of the points S. The components of S follow a defined pattern:
Sx =
xc1 + xc2 + x (2n+ 1)
2
Sy =
yc1 + yc2 + y (2n+ 1)
2
(40)
where n is any integer. To generate the slope of the tangential curve, we note the generalised slope equation:
y
x
=
y1   y2
x1   x2 (41)
And use the points from Eq. (40) and the x; y co-ordinates from Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) (for a left-side turn)
and the points S to generate the slope of the tangential line:
y
x
=
y   Sy
x  Sx (42)
=
yc + r sin() + ry  (yc1+yc2+y(2n+1)2 )
xc + r cos() + rx  (xc1+xc2+x(2n+1)2 )
(43)
We can similarly find the slope of the tangential line for a right-side turn using Eq. (21) and Eq. (22):
y
x
=
y   Sy
x  Sx (44)
=
yc   r sin()  ry  (yc1+yc2+y(2n+1)2 )
xc   r cos()  rx  (xc1+xc2+x(2n+1)2 )
(45)
Now, by equating Eq. (43) and Eq. (31) for a left-side turn and Eq. (45) and the right-side equivalent of
Eq. (31) for a right-side turn, we generate a unified equation to solve for . As stated, there is no linear
solution for  in this equation, so we must resort to gradient descent techniques. Through careful choice
of an initial  we can search the space of discrete solutions and expand the search through choice of n in
Eq. (40). We generate solutions for both the initial and final turns, corresponding to each configuration
(LSR and RSL) and again check corresponding slopes to determine if the solutions match. Generally there
are multiple solutions per curve and then a separate heuristic is required to choose the best path.
4.3 Wind Compensation
While the trochoidal planner allows the generation of smooth paths in the presence of a known, constant
wind field, the desired aircraft heading at any point on the path must be derived from the desired ground
heading. Given the desired ground heading  g, the current airspeed of the aircraft Va and an estimate of
wind speed Vw and direction  we , the desired aircraft heading  a can be found. This is captured in Fig. 9,
and from the geometry of vector addition, we determine a solution for  a:
Va sin( a)  Va tan( g) cos( a) = Vw tan( g) cos( we )  Vw sin( we ) (46)
Vg g
 we
Vw
Va
 a
a
b
d
c
Figure 9: Wind compensation vector addition to find the desired aircraft heading  a (given ground heading
 g, aircraft velocity Va and wind direction and velocity  we , Vw). All angles in reference to earth frame FE .
This is an equation of the form given by Eq. (34) with:
A = Va (47)
B =  Va tan( g) (48)
C = Vw tan( g) cos( 
w
e )  Vw sin( we ) (49)
Since we are only interested in the range [0; 2) we can reduce the resultant solution family into Eq. (37) to
a single pair of potential solutions:
 1 =    (50)
 2 =       (51)
Each solution can be tested by determining the sign of Vg as estimated from the parameters via the sine or
cosine rule:
Vg =
Va cos( a) + Vw cos( 
w
e )
cos( g)
(52)
Vg =
Va sin( a) + Vw sin( 
w
e )
sin( g)
(53)
The solution is that estimated angle  1/ 2 that produces a positive Vg. From this, the required ground
speed can be found at any point on the curve, but the more important orientation is the actual aircraft
heading taking into account wind direction and speed.
4.4 Descent Rate
Since the trochoidal paths are inherently 2D in nature, we must extend the planned path to full 3D by
taking the glide ratio (Rg) of the aircraft into account and compensating for increased descent rates on turns.
Starting with an estimate of the current glide ratio Rg for straight flight without turning, we compensate
for the glide ratio on a turn using the first term of Eq. (14), where e is the desired roll rate on the turn.
Since we have chosen a desired turn radius r in the planner, the estimate of the average roll over each curved
section is straightforward from Eq. (9). Hence, the predicted glide ratio on the curved sections of the plan
becomes:
Rc = Rg cos

tan 1

V 2
gr

(54)
To determine the total descent, the simplest approach is to approximate the time to cover each segment.
Given an estimate of ground velocity Vg by sampling a point the straight segment S1 (Eq. (52) and Eq. (53)),
and the length of this section lS1, we approximate the total time:
tS1 =
lS1
Vg
(55)
Determining the same time over the curved sections is difficult as there is no straightforward solution to
estimate the length of a trochoidal curve between two points. Instead, we determine the length of the curve
in zero-wind conditions, which reverts to a circular path (Fig. 5 and calculate the length swept out by the
total angle change 1   s or f   2 for the start and end curves respectively.
lS0 = r(1   s) lS2 = r(f   2) (56)
tS0 =
lS1
Vg
tS2 =
lS1
Vg
(57)
The total descent over the entire path then becomes a sum of the approximate times over each segment
divided by the glide ratios for each curve and straight section respectively:
Ztotal =
tS0
Rc
+
tS1
Rg
+
tS2
Rc
(58)
4.5 Roll Control
For our experiments, control is applied on pitch and roll of the aircraft to follow the trochoidal path planned
in Section 4.2, and can best be described as a carrot-chasing algorithm similar to that illustrated by Sujit
d 
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W
 W
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 A
Figure 10: Roll control to approach the planned trochoidal path (top of image). Wind-compensated desired
yaw  W for the closest linear sample along the path, with distance from path d. Current yaw  , required
yaw  A to asymptotically approach path at distance dA and wind compensated asymptotic yaw  C passed
to controller. Approximated wind estimate W for this configuration shown in bottom right. All angles in
reference to earth frame FE .
et al. (Sujit et al., 2014). While this method does not perform as optimally as others described by Sujit et
al., the smaller number of tunable parameters and tolerance to large dynamic differences mean it is readily
transferable to different classes of fixed-wing aircraft.
We first define the heading control as a combination of three metrics: turn rate, asymptotic approach error
and cross-track error. Since the trochoidal curve is split into three main segments: curve-straight-curve,
the aircraft must achieve a minimum turn rate on the curved sections in proportion to the planned turn
radius (Eq. (9)), where turn is the desired roll to achieve the turn rate, multiplied by the turn gain Pturn.
Asymptotic approach error ( A    ) is calculated at the sample of the curve that is closest linearly to
the aircraft at a minimum distance along the curve dA, multiplied by the asymptotic gain Pasymptote, as
illustrated in Fig. 10. The asymptotic heading  A is compensated for wind to produce the true desired
heading  C . This metric forces the aircraft to turn towards the path at an asymptotically decreasing rate,
in essence chasing a carrot along the path. Finally, a cross-track error forces the aircraft to turn towards the
curve to reduce the linear separation d by multiplying this linear distance by the cross-track gain Pcross-track.
Each metric is combined to produce a desired roll angle that allows the aircraft to follow the curve, and
multiplied by a roll gain Pr:
U = Pr (Pturn  turn +max (Pasymptote  ( C    ) ; max) + max (Pcross-track  d; d-max)) (59)
This desired roll angle is then limited to a maximum value for the aircraft max, and, to limit large gains
caused by a large distance d to a replanned path, the cross-track roll Pcross-trackd is limited to a maximum
d
g
dA
a
za   zt
Figure 11: Pitch control to approach the planned trochoidal path shown in bottom of image. Current pitch
, glide angle g (induced glide ratio Rg) and asymptotic approach angle a induced by path sample distance
dA along the planned path. All angles in reference to earth frame FE .
d-max.
4.6 Pitch Control
Pitch control is a straightforward task due to the simplified motion model. To follow the descent path and
prevent minor over/undershoot, the angle g of the current estimated glide ratio is subtracted from the angle
a subtended between the current altitude zc and target altitude zt over a lateral distance dA along the path,
as illustrated in Fig. 11.
U = Pp (Pdescent  (a   g) + min (Panti-stall  (Va   Vg) ; 0)) (60)
Generally, if the glide ratio is stable and well estimated over the flight path, desired pitch remains close to
neutral to maintain a true constant velocity Va at the best glide speed Vg. However, due to Vg generally
being close to stall speed Vs, a secondary controller is implemented to actively pitch down to avoid stalls if
airspeed drops for any reason. A proportional gain Panti stall is applied to the difference between Va and
Vg and only comes into effect when Va < Vg (Eq. (60)).
Both controllers are combined to produce a desired pitch angle that allows the aircraft to follow the descent
path, and multiplied by a pitch gain Pp, exemplified in Eq. (60).
5 Implementation
The AELS system is implemented in the Robot Operating System (ROS) environment for flexibility and
portability. The GNC runs as an individual ROS node in a larger software framework that includes command
and control via the rviz GUI, interfaces to the INS sensors, autopilot command interface and data on the
location of fixed landing sites.
The GNC continuously estimates glide ratio Rg using an averaging filter and uses this estimate to inform
the descent rate Rc required by the planner. This continuous estimation is critical to ensure that the aircraft
approaches the landing site at the appropriate altitude to touchdown within the site. Poor estimation is
likely to result in under or overshoot on the touchdown point. The glide ratio is relatively stable over a
large sample time, however thermal activity, air sinks and wind gusts can change the glide ratio over short
time frames that are the basis for needing an online planner to compensate. While the system is inherently
capable of handling small perturbations in glide ratio, large instabilities in air flow can cause the planner
to fail to find a new approach path that meets aircraft limitations. Airspeed is assumed constant over the
entire planned path given the current airspeed from a pitot sensor.
Figure 12: Overview of the GNC software flow
Given the current pose from a GPS/INS device, airspeed, estimated glide ratio and the location of a ranked
list of available sites from a predefined list, the GNC executes a multi-threaded trochoidal path planner, with
one thread per site (Fig. 12). Each thread continually performs a search through a set of turn radii between
a maximum and minimum to find a trochoid curve and associated total descent (using Eq. 58) that matches
the altitude offset between the aircraft and landing site within a given  threshold. Each iteration of the
planner uses the last known feasible turn radii as an initialiser for the next search. By iterating through the
list of sites in ranked order, if there is no feasible plan to the top ranked site when taking wind and descent
rates into account, the GNC will check for a plan from the next-best ranked site until a feasible plan is
found. If there is no feasible plan, the GNC will use the last feasible plan as the optimal until a new solution
is found.
The GNC is implemented in a multi-threaded fashion. For each approachable landing site given by the
predefined list that exists in an approachable area, a thread is launched that continually attempts to plan
a path to the site given its location, current glide ratio and the current pose of the aircraft. When the site
leaves the approachable area the thread is closed. In parallel, a control thread picks the highest ranked site
that has a feasible approach path, and performs control on roll and pitch to follow the guidance path in a
best effort scenario. The control loop operates at  100 Hz on modern hardware (including a PC104 system
with 2.2Ghz Core2 Duo CPU) and, depending on the search space of the planner,  2  3 Hz per update for
each path planning thread.
The AELS is controlled and monitored by a customised ROS rviz interface. The payload operator is able to
monitor and control certain parameters of the AELS as depicted in Fig. 13, either from the ground station
for the Flamingo UAV, or on-board the aircraft in the Cessna 172. This is depicted in Fig. 14, showing the
active re-planning over a short time span.
6 Experiments
To examine the applicability and reliability of the GNC, the algorithm is tested on two different aircraft:
a Silvertone “Flamingo" UAV and manned Cessna 172. These experiments include flight simulations to
evaluate performance in a variety of wind conditions and field tests on both aircraft to show real-time
operation. All experiments, both simulations and field tests, follow a common pattern. The stated goal is to
trigger a simulated emergency at a nominated altitude in proximity to a predefined landing area, allow the
GNC to provide roll and pitch commands to the aircraft autopilot in order to follow a planned descent path,
and land at a specified aim point on the airstrip in a safe and consistent manner. In each experiment the
Figure 13: The rviz user interface for control and monitoring of the AELS, showing the simulated results of
an emergency landing.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 14: Example snapshots of active re-planning by the GNC, showing the planned path at several time-
steps. Predefined landing site perimeters shown in bottom right of image, superimposed on satellite map.
aircraft denoted by RGB axes, while planned path and keyhole shown at each time step. Timestamps as
reference: (a) t = 0 seconds, (b) t = 2.0 seconds, (c) t = 4.0 seconds, (d) t = 8.0 seconds, (e) t = 10.0
seconds, (f) t = 11.0 seconds. Note the continuous replanning and switching between approachable sites.
keyhole
centroid
aim point
trochoidal path
dk
lf
la
Figure 15: Setup of the planning for guiding the aircraft to a selected landing site. Approachable site
indicated in green (centre right of image), non-approachable sites in red (right of image). lf indicates the
distance for final approach. la indicates the distance to the aim or touchdown point of the site from the
centroid, approximately 30% the length of the runway. dk indicates the diameter of the keyhole, a circular
window through which the aircraft must pass through to indicate a successful approach. Satellite map
Copyright© Nearmap. Used with permission.
aircraft is flown in a continuous pattern in close proximity to the airfield to guarantee a feasible approach
path for each trial. When the experiment is initiated, throttle is manually set to idle to simulate a failure
and the AELS system is given control of the aircraft to perform the landing operation.
Before completing trials for generation of results, repeated pre-trials were performed to tune control gains
and optimise planner constants. These gains and constants are noted in the relevant experimental sections.
Quantitative results are examined via the cross-track or positional error of the aircraft as it enters a ‘keyhole’
on the final approach path (See Fig 15). The keyhole is established at a position such that the aircraft
meets the envelope of being able to approach the airstrip and land within the boundary of the landing
area. The keyhole radius ensures that the aircraft meets these requirements and, most importantly, is at
a nominal altitude for the final touchdown. While the positioning and radius of the the keyhole can be
considered somewhat arbitrary, it is implemented based on pilot feedback and simulated testing to provide a
quantitative assessment of positional and approach accuracy. Additionally, in simulation, the positional error
of the aircraft at the point that it touches the airstrip is quantitatively evaluated. Due to safety requirements
in field tests the physical aircraft is not able to be autonomously tested for touchdown accuracy. Instead,
the safety pilot takes over at a nominated point after the keyhole and performs the touchdown manually.
The description of experiments and results from both simulation and field tests are separated for the two
different test aircraft.
6.1 Flamingo UAV
The Flamingo is a research UAV operated by the Australian Research Centre of Aerospace Automation
(ARCAA), modified from the factory specification with increased engine and fuel-carrying capacity to en-
hance operational performance. With a nominal take-off weight of 22kg, the aircraft is capable of carrying
a 6kg payload including fuel, with flight times of 1-6 hours depending on payload weight. It has a 4 metre
wingspan and is 2.9m in length from nose to tail. The on-board components consist of a SBG IG-500N
GPS aided INS for global pose, a MicroPilot 2128 for aircraft control (roll, pitch, yaw and throttle), and
a payload flight computer consisting of a VersaLogic Leopard PC104 system with 2.2Ghz Core2 Duo CPU.
The AELS is implemented in ROS Groovy on this computer running Ubuntu 12.04. The system is capable of
manual control via a Spektrum 2.4Ghz RC link, while the MicroPilot autopilot and AELS are monitored via
separate ground stations with 900Mhz radio modem links. Fig. 16 shows the components installed on-board
the Flamingo UAV for the experiments, while Fig. 17 shows diagrammatically the communications layout
and individual components used in the experiments.
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Figure 16: (a) Silvertone Flamingo used for AELS field experiments (b) Payload setup in the Flamingo UAV,
showing 1) GPS Receiver (out of picture), 2) PC104 Payload computer, 3) SBG IG-500N INS, 4) MicroPilot
Autopilot system (obscured), 5) Microhard Radio Modem, 6) Payload and autopilot control batteries
The Flamingo is operated by three core ground crew: 1) a safety pilot who retains constant visual line of sight
to the aircraft and supervises low-level control, 2) a flight engineer who supervises autopilot operation and
monitors aircraft performance and flight times via the MicroPilot ground station and 3) a payload engineer,
who supervises and controls the AELS system via the AELS ground station. The field experiments were
conducted at the Dalby Model Aero Club, in south-east Queensland, Australia. Fig. 18 shows an aerial
view of the two existing runways. The airfield was closed during operation to reduce risk of interference and
Figure 17: Setup for Flamingo UAV experiments
obstruction to and by other field users. The parameters of the airstrip and landing configuration are shown
in Table 1.
Table 1: Site and Guidance Parameter Values for Flamingo UAV
Parameter Simulation (PT-60) Field Test (Flamingo)
lf (m) 150.0 200.0
dk (m) 20.0 20.0
Site length (largest) (m) 140.0 140.0
Site width (largest) (m) 14.0 14.0
la (m) 28.0 28.0
rmin (m) 70.0 90.0
Figure 18: Predefined runways (highlighted) used for field tests at the Dalby Model Aero Club.
6.1.1 Simulation Results
Before field tests of the AELS, a Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) simulation is performed with the X-Plane
9 commercial flight simulator software, as it is capable of accurately simulating aircraft dynamics as well
as differing wind layers, turbulence and shear as an accurate approximation of real world weather data.
By receiving aircraft state data from the modelled aircraft and sending desired roll/pitch commands to
the simulator, the GNC can be tested in a wide variety of controlled conditions, aircraft types and flight
scenarios. As the exact flight model of the Silvertone Flamingo is not available in the simulator, a similar
analogue is used as a drop-in replacement. The PT-60 (Fig. 19) simulated model has a 2m wingspan and
12kg MTOW. The exact location and dimensions of the Dalby airfield used in the field experiment is used
in the simulator to allow accurate reflection of the results. By varying the dominant parameter, wind-speed,
the algorithm is tested for its reliability in a variety of conditions.
Experiments are run as follows: the aircraft is placed in a random location within a 300m radius of the
centroid of the two available airstrips at an altitude of 121m (400ft), and wind speed configured to suit the
trial. The throttle of the aircraft is forced to idle and the GNC is given control of desired roll and pitch.
The GNC continuously plans an approach path for each site, switching between the sites in the ranked order
when the highest rank becomes unavailable. A simple PI control loop is implemented (for both roll and pitch
respectively) between the GNC and X-Plane to directly modify control surface values of the aircraft as an
analogue of a flight controller. Position and orientation data is relayed from X-Plane to the GNC to mirror
data from an on-board INS.
Figure 19: PT-60 aircraft models used in simulation experiments.
The flight simulations were conducted for a total of 17 approaches for the PT60 with at least 3 approaches
at a particular fraction of the maximum wind speed, and the wind direction randomised at each approach.
At each approach, the position of the aircraft is logged as it passes the centre of the keyhole (Figs. 20(a),
20(b) ), and at the point it touches the airstrip (Fig. 21). To quantify these results, the linear distance from
the keyhole and aim point at the event is recorded and the mean error shown in Table 3.
Table 2: Control Parameter Values for PT-60 Simulations and Flamingo UAV Flight Tests
Parameter Simulation (PT-60) Field Test (Flamingo)
Pturn 1.0 0.9
Pasymptote 0.6 0.7
Pcross track 0.02 0.013
Pr 1.0 1.0
Pdescent 0.1 0.1
Panti stall 4.0 3.0
Pp 1.0 1.0
d-max () 10.0 12.0
max () 35.0 12.0
Vg (m/s) 11.3 19.0
dA (m) 200.0 200.0
Table 3: Mean Position Error for PT-60 Simulation
Wind Speed Mean Keyhole Error (m) Mean Aim Point Error (m)
0.0 m/s 5.4 38.2
2.5 m/s (5kts) 5.4 23.4
5.0 m/s (10kts) 2.4 11.6
6.5 m/s (12kts) 3.8 20.5
Overall 4.3 23.4
As can be seen from the simulation results, even with large wind speeds, the algorithm appropriately guides
the aircraft through the keyhole and to a touchdown within the boundary of the airstrip. There were no
recorded failures to fly through the keyhole or touchdowns outside of the landing site boundary. There was
no significantly larger error in touchdown or keyhole approaches for larger wind speeds, demonstrating the
algorithm’s robustness to wind even with large values.
6.1.2 Field Test Results
Flight tests of the Flamingo UAV were conducted over two days at the Dalby Model Aero Club. Weather
was generally mild with relatively sunny conditions causing light winds and no thermals during the morning,
changing to moderate winds and strong thermals in the afternoon. During flights, the aircraft was com-
manded to fly a figure-8 pattern at 400ft in close proximity to the airfield. Over multiple flights lasting 1 to
1.5 hours each, the AELS was triggered a total of 25 times. Aviation safety requirements limited the aircraft
to operate within visual line of sight at all times and a 121m (400 ft) AGL altitude ceiling, restricting field
test boundaries to a small region around the airstrip from which the aircraft takes off.
Given the configuration of the two runways, four possible approaches exist for the AELS to select from.
For fair assessment of the results, deliberate efforts were made to test the AELS from multiple approach
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(a) Final approach paths (truncated to final 30 seconds of
approach). Paths colour mapped by altitude. Safe landing
areas (airstrips) and their centroids highlighted in green at
centre of image.
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Figure 20: Flight data for all seventeen successful trials on the simulated PT60.
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Figure 21: Touchdown locations (circles) on simulated airstrip for PT60 model at differing wind speeds, with
odometry showing approach direction. Airstrip perimeter highlighted.
directions. The independent autonomy of the decision making algorithm, however, meant the choice of final
approach direction was not influenced by operators. There were a total of sixteen successful approaches. An
additional twelve attempts were aborted due to regulatory and safety reasons (such as aircraft flying beyond
pilot’s field of view, autopilot pitch and roll limitations, and flight through large thermal columns affecting
glide), and erroneous position readings from the INS. While five of the 16 approaches fell just outside the
predefined keyhole, the test was allowed to complete due to the safe configuration of the approach, meaning
the safety pilot was satisfied with approach airspeed, altitude and descent rate to complete the landing
manually. These results are included for completeness.
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(a) Final approach paths (truncated to final 30 seconds
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Figure 22: Flight data for all sixteen successful trials on the Flamingo UAV
6.1.3 Discussion
Figure 23 shows flight data generated by one complete trial from initiation to touchdown. In this example,
note the repeated paths planned to two different sites during the trial. As the aircraft descends, only one site
remains feasible and the remaining paths are planned only to use this approach. Also affecting this trial was
a continually changing glide ratio (on the order of 12%). Without taking this change into account during
replanning the aircraft would have easily undershot the touchdown point and landed outside the designated
landing area. Also note that replanning of the approach path increases the chances of success despite the
error in commanded versus actual roll.
Table 4: Mean Position Error for Flamingo UAV Experiment
Wind Speed Mean Keyhole Error (m)
0.0 m/s 9.5
2.5 m/s (5kts) 8.7
5.0 m/s (10kts) 5.3
6.5 m/s (12kts) -
Overall 7.9
In general, due to the small altitude range (121m/400ft) in which the aircraft could operate, most trials
lasted no more than approximately 60 seconds from initiation to touchdown. This low altitude range also
induced some considerable constraints on producing consistent results, as there were often configurations in
the flight path that meant no feasible approach plan was available due to turn rate limitations on the aircraft.
Experimental completeness depended on operators waiting for the GNC to indicate a plan was available,
then execute a trial immediately before the feasible window was lost. Also critical to operation is an accurate
estimate of glide ratio. Due to the relatively large glide ratios of the aircraft ( 18  24), even a small under
or overestimation would mean overshoot or undershoot on the order of a runway length. As is well known,
altitude estimation has a relatively high variance compared to lateral position when estimating from GPS,
and pressure based altitude estimation is similarly high variance, meaning that glide ratio estimation is
often affected. Compounding this issue was a change in glide ratio over the course of the flight as fuel was
consumed and therefore mass was lost, meaning estimates needed to be continually revised during the flight.
In addition, noise on the filtered INS solution from spurious GPS and orientation measurements account for
a large part of the differences between results of the simulation and field test, as these anomolies directly
affect the ability of the aircraft to follow a planned path.
6.2 Cessna 172 (Airborne Systems Lab)
The Airborne Systems Lab (ASL) (Greer et al., 2010) that is used in this work is a modified Cessna 172R
also operated by the Australian Research Centre for Aerospace Automation (ARCAA) (Fig. 24a). The
aircraft is a fully certified, two-seat experimental aircraft flown by a qualified pilot under normal Visual
Meteorological Conditions (VMC), with a peak operating altitude of 10,000 ft. The aircraft has an 11m
wingspan and an overall length of 8m, with a nominal take-off weight of 1109kg. The aircraft is kitted to
meet the research aims of the centre, and incorporates a 19” equipment rack in place of the rear seats to hold
computers, INS and power distribution equipment. Fig. 24b shows this equipment rack with the apparatus
used in experiments. This includes a Novatel SPAN INS/GPS for accurate pose estimates, the experimental
payload computer (consisting of a 3.4Ghz Intel i7-3770 Quad-core CPU) and power distribution equipment.
Subset of planned paths
Final planned path
Actual flight path
(a) Complete flight path for one trial (blue), a sub-
sample of planned paths during trial (green) and their
start points (diamonds), with the last successfully
planned path in red.
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Figure 23: Flight data for a single trial on the Flamingo UAV from simulated failure to touchdown.
The interface to the aircraft for control is through a Honeywell KAP140 autopilot, which controls the ailerons
only to keep a target heading in the prescribed autopilot mode. For these experiments the autopilot controls
this 1 degree of freedom while the pilot must maintain and monitor a neutral pitch, idle throttle and sufficient
glide speed. To allow the payload computer to communicate with the autopilot (as the autopilot requires an
analogue heading input) a GDC-31 Roll-steering converter converts roll commands to this analogue heading
signal. This is shown in Fig. 26. The autopilot is limited, however, in having an approximate (and slightly
varying) six second lag between command inputs and control actuation, as well as performing a ‘wings level’
operation in the presence of severe turbulence that counteracts roll commands. These two limitations are
accounted for by using the vehicle model presented in Section 4.1 to predict control inputs with a timed
lookahead and a conservative minimum turning circle.
The aircraft is operated by two crew: 1) A qualified pilot that flies the aircraft and monitors all essential
operations and 2) a payload engineer who monitors operation of the experiment and relays payload operation
to the pilot as required. A dash-mounted LCD screen and keyboard allow the payload engineer to interact
and monitor the operation of the payload in flight.
The field experiments were conducted in the vicinity of the Watts Bridge aerodrome in south-east Queens-
land, Australia. This location is in sufficiently calm airspace with a 4500ft operational ceiling for the
intended operations, allowing experiments to be conducted with a large margin for safety. The parameters
of the airstrip and landing configuration are shown in Table 5. As this is a manned flight experiment, no
communications to any ground station were needed. Hence, the the aircraft system consists of a reduced set
of components compared to the UAV experiments.
(a) (b)
Figure 24: (a) Modified manned Cessna 172 used for field experiments (b) Payload setup in the Cessna 172,
located in the luggage rack behind the pilot and co-pilot seating, showing 1) Core i7 payload computer, 2)
Novatel SPAN INS/GPS system, 3) Power backup and distribution system
Figure 25: Predefined runways (highlighted) used for experiments at the Watts Bridge Aerodrome
Figure 26: Setup for Cessna 172 manned experiments
6.2.1 Simulation Results
Similar to the experiments with the Flamingo UAV, a HIL simulation is performed with the X-Plane flight
simulator software. The setup for flight simulations was designed to be identical to the actual field experiment
with the exception of the X-Plane simulator. In this case an exact analogue of the Cessna 172 is available
in the simulator, and this is used for these experiments. Again, the exact location and dimensions of the
airfield used in field experiments is used in the simulator to allow accurate reflection of the results, and wind
speed is varied over multiple trials to assess the algorithm for its reliability in these conditions.
Here, the aircraft is placed in a random location within a 5 nautical mile radius of the airfield with an
initially feasible plan to one of the landing sites. Altitude is varied between 2000 and 5000ft to reflect normal
operational altitudes. The experimental focus here is on the ability to guide the aircraft once in the vicinity
of a suitable landing location, and so the initial conditions are not necessarily of high importance other than
reflecting 1) a realistic scenario 2) having a feasible initial plan to follow, which may be updated through
the flight.
Since the simulation is not limited in control to roll only (in comparison to the experimental aircraft), a fast
PI control loop similar to that for the simulated UAV is implemented for both roll and pitch between the
GNC and X-Plane to directly modify the control surfaces of the aircraft. However, an artificial control lag of
approximately six seconds is introduced and the actuator positions artificially limited to best approximate
the slow roll rates encountered on the experimental aircraft. Again, position and orientation data is relayed
from X-Plane to the GNC to mirror data from an on-board INS.
Figure 27: Cessna 172 aircraft model used in simulation experiment.
Table 5: Site and Guidance Parameter Values for Simulated and Field Tested Cessna 172R
Parameter Simulation Field Test
lf (m) 800.0 800.0
dk (m) 100.0 100.0
Site length (largest) (m) 810.0 810.0
Site width (largest) (m) 28.0 28.0
la (m) 162.0 162.0
rmin (m) 400.0 400.0
Table 6: Control Parameter Values for Cessna 172 Field Trials
Parameter Simulation Field Test
Pr 0.9 1.0
Pturn 0.95 0.8
Pasymptote 1.0 1.0
Pcross track 0.008 0.009
Pp 1.0 1.0
Pdescent 0.1 0.1
Panti stall 3.0 0.5
d-max () 7.0 7.0
max () 20.0 7.0
Vg (m/s) 28.0 33.0
dA (m) 1000.0 1000.0
To approximate real-world data, simulated wind speeds are varied from 0.0-12.8m/s (0.0-25.0 knots), while
turbulence is also set at a nominal 1.0m/s in the simulation to approximate real-world VMC that the
Table 7: Mean Position Error for simulated Cessna 172 Experiment
Wind Speed Mean Keyhole Error (m) Mean Aim Point Error (m)
0.0 m/s 17.0 115.7
2.5 m/s (5kts) 8.6 89.4
7.7 m/s (15kts) 13.6 91.3
12.8 m/s (25kts) 17.5 110.3
aircraft is capable of flying in. The planning and control parameters for each aircraft (as described in the
methodology) are presented in Table 6.
The experiments were run for a total of 22 approaches for the Cessna 172 with at least 3 approaches at a
particular fraction of the maximum wind speed, and the wind direction randomised at each approach. At
each approach, the position of the aircraft is logged as it passes the centre of the keyhole (Fig.28(b)), and
at the point it touches the airstrip (Fig. 29).To quantify these results, the linear distance from the keyhole
and aim point at the event is recorded and the mean error shown in Table 7.
As can be seen, even with large wind speeds, the algorithm appropriately guides the aircraft through the
keyhole and to a touchdown within the boundary of the airstrip. There were no recorded failures to fly
through the keyhole or touchdowns outside of the landing site boundary. There was no significantly larger
error in touchdown or keyhole approaches for larger wind speeds, demonstrating the algorithm’s robustness
to wind even in the strong cases.
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Figure 28: Flight data for all twenty two successful trials on the simulated Cessna 172R.
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Figure 29: Touchdown locations (circles) on simulated airstrip for simulated Cessna 172R at differing wind
speeds, with odometry showing approach direction. Airstrip perimeters shown in green. Note that the
aircraft could approach from multiple directions and did not land beyond 50% of each runway length.
6.2.2 Field Test Results
Experiments using the Cessna 172R were performed at the Watts Bridge Aerodrome in South-East Queens-
land, Australia over a period of three days. Weather conditions were generally sunny with scattered clouds
and light prevailing winds. Some days with large thermal activity meant flight tests were abandoned in the
afternoons. During experiments, the aircraft was flown within a 3 nautical mile vicinity of the aerodrome
at altitude ranges between 1000 and 4500ft AGL. For regulatory reasons, flights were restricted to a 4500ft
ceiling and experiments were performed with a +1000ft altitude offset, meaning that a simulated airstrip
in line with the true location was placed 1000ft above it during testing. This offset was to reduce airspace
conflicts and ensure a safety margin in the event of actual engine failure. During experimentation, the AELS
was triggered a total of eighteen times.
Similar to the UAV tests, the configuration of the two runways meant four possible approaches for the AELS
to select from. While all possible approach directions were tested by placing the aircraft in suitable initial
locations, the setup of the decision making algorithm meant the final choice of approach direction was not
selected by operators. Of the total tested approaches, ten were successful. Several tests were abandoned to
maintain VMC flight rules (such as flying through cloud), to avoid air traffic conflicts or due to autopilot
behaviour (as previously noted).
Table 8: Mean Position Error for Cessna 172R Experiment
Wind Speed Mean Keyhole Error (m)
0.0 m/s 131.0
2.5 m/s (5kts) 87.0
7.7 m/s (15kts) 46.8
12.8 m/s (25kts) -
Overall 7.9
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Figure 30: Flight data for all ten successful trials on the Cessna 172R
6.2.3 Discussion
Due to the large altitude range in which the aircraft was operated (305-1372m [1000-4500ft]), most experi-
ments lasted between 2 and 7 minutes. This altitude range proved important as it accommodated the slow
and often undefined response and slow turn-rate of the autopilot. Due to these limitations, full demonstra-
tion of this experiment on the Cessna platform was slightly impeded, but was still successfully demonstrable
by compensating with a large initial altitude. Due to the cost of completing engineering modifications to
address these limitations, the implementation of a full autopilot capable of controlling pitch, roll, yaw and
throttle is outside the scope of this research. The presented results show that due to the poor transient
response of the autopilot and overall controllability meeting the objectives of the planner was required addi-
tional pre-flight planning (aircraft configuration and altitude). However, the success of multiple approaches
shows the application of the GNC to a vastly different aircraft to the Flamingo UAV.
Additional difficulties were encountered associated with the pilot’s situational awareness while conducting
field tests. In some tests (particularly at low altitude near the end of the experiment) the planner caused
the aircraft’s orientation to be facing away from the airstrip. While this was often a feasible plan and
would likely have been successful if allowed to complete, the pilot would often abort the experiment to
maintain a suitable safety margin if an actual engine failure did take place. This highlights the significant
difference between the standard procedure for completing an emergency landing in a manned aircraft, and
the extra flexibility available to an automated solution. Without the requirement to meet multiple keyholes
and perform a multi-turn landing procedure, an automated solution is likely capable of being able to land an
aircraft in more limited scenarios (such as at low altitude) that would be difficult if following the standard
procedure.
7 Conclusion
This paper has presented a guidance and navigation system for the planning and control of a fixed wing
aircraft during an emergency landing. The developed theory has presented a simple, widely applicable
aircraft motion model, a trochoid-based planner and a path-following control algorithm to guide an aircraft
from the point of failure to touchdown within a nearby, predefined landing zone. Simulated results on two
differing aircraft have been presented that show the consistent performance of the algorithm in varying wind
conditions, and include the demonstration of repeated touchdowns within the perimeter of the predefined
landing sites. Field test results have also been presented on two aircraft that parallel the simulated types,
demonstrating the algorithm is able to run in real-time and capable of successfully guiding a wide variety
of aircraft in the presence of real-world data and environmental conditions. Quantitative results show the
ability of the aircraft to enter a predefined keyhole that denotes a successful approach and ability to touch-
down at a safe point within the landing zone if allowed to complete. We find that even under restrictive
flight parameters and poor control systems that the planner is suitably robust and adaptable to change in
flight conditions such as glide ratio, wind strength and thermal activity. This is a significant requirement
for operation in situations where there is no opportunity to repeat the procedure. With improved sensor
precision and control the system could be enhanced to perform more aggressive manoeuvres and succeed
from a wider range of simulated failure events and positions.
Theoretically, future work will include the optimisation of the planned path from a quantised 3-stage trochoid
path to a continuous polynomial that takes into account roll and pitch rate limitations and the initial
configuration of the aircraft (as opposed to a neutral orientation). This will change the problem from a
repeated trochoid search to a continuously optimised polynomial once an initial solution is found. Practically,
future work will also investigate a fully-featured landing system capable of utilising flaps, spoilers and steering
control to improve performance and allow the aircraft to touchdown and halt under automated control. In
addition, the other components of the AELS will be included in a fully functioning system capable of detecting
candidate sites, selecting between them, detecting a failure, then completing a touchdown under the same
zero-thrust conditions.
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